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This thesis represents an analysis of the perfcrmar.ee of
the Naval Telecommunications System's (NTS) multichannel
broadcast. It highlights the speed differential between the
Ba^al Communications Processing And Routing System's
(NAVCCilPABS) processing subsystems and the multichannel
broadcast's transmission lines.
In this effort, the message flow through the NAVCCMPARS
is described. An analytic approach was chosen and input
statistics, such as average message length and input rates,
were gathered for gueuing analysis. The operational charac-
teristic upon which broadcast performance is evaluated is
th<? av=rage time delay in the system. The broadcast chan-
nel's ability to satisfy future communications requirements
is also examined. I he analysis demonstrates that, unless
tba increasing trends in message input rates are reversed cr
message lengths reduced, a dedicated broadcast overload
channel wcuid be required to meet communications require-
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The mission cf the Naval Telecommunications System (NTS)
is to crcvide and maintain reliable, secure and rapid tele-
communications to satisfy the requirements cf the Joint
Chiefs zi Staff UCo) and the needs of naval commanders for
the exercise of co rim and and control. Because of greater
reliance en communications systems for co amand and control,
the NTS has had to handle increasing volumes cf message
traffic. In 196 1, the Naval Communications Processing And
Routing System (NAVCCMPARS) received 12% more messages than
in 1980, and transmitted" 21% more messages [Ref. 1]. These
increasing vclunss of naval message traffic are expected to
continue. Figure 1.1 depicts the total number cf messages
received daily by all NAVCOMPARS sites since 1975, and using
linear regression, projects the NAVCOMPARS daily rec-ived
totals through I 986
.
The HAVCCHPAES was designed to satisfy the need fcr ?
irere capable message processing and delivery system. It
reduced manual processing and routing of messages as well as
the number of personnel required fcr communications func-
tions fcy automating ether aspects of fleet communications,
such as cn-line ship-shore and ship-shore-ship circuits.
The NAVCOMPARS is a software system that provides a
communications interface between Defense Ccmmur. ica-iens
Agency (-CA) networks, local users and the operational
fleet. The primary leans of communicating with fleet units
is -hrcugh the multichannel fleet broadcast. All underway
ships are required to copy an assignad primary broadcast






















































channel. The multichannel broadcast consists of 16 subchan-
nels, each at an input rats of 75 bits per second (b?s) .
These 16 subchannels are time division multiplexed (TDM) and
transmitted at 1200 bps. One of the 16 subchannels is
utilized as a frame-sync channel, for proper synchronization
cf shcre and ship TDM equipment. The primary nethcd for
transmitting the composite broadcast signal is via satel-
lite. However, high frequency (HF) transmission is utilized
in contingency operations and fleet exercises.
The NAVCCMPASS keys the multichannel broadcast on-line,
effected ty the maintenance of complete guard list files.
The system assigns a broadcast channel sequence number
(BCSN), starting with 0001 on the first day of each month,
for use in responding tc fleet broadcast screen requests
(BSR) . These BSCN's provide an accounting system for the
broadcast, which is a "receive only" communications circuit
without acknowledgement. Normally, a delayed, automatic
rerun channel is assigned for each first run channel cf th a
multichannel broadcast. The system also generates an hourly
recap summary for each first run channel.
The NAVCOMPARS receives its message inputs from a
variety of sources at differing input rates. However the
majority on message raffle is received from two Automatic
Digital Network (AUTODIN) circuits, operating a 4: 1200 baud
(the number cf times per second that the transmitted signal
changes its value) . Since tha message traffic for delivery
to the fleet is being transmitted over a 75 bps broadcast,
this creates an environment for message queuing at the.
cutput circuit.
Queues exist when the message transmission rate (defined
as the channel's transmission rate divided by -h- message
length) is exceeded by the message input rat c . Due to the
stochastic flow of message traffic in communications
networks, backlogs will sometimes exist even though the
14

channel's capacity exceeds the average messa;e flew.
However, the required channel transmission speed for any
communications chancel roust exceed the average flow
[Ref. 2], and can be expressed by:
cm (Egn. 1.1)
where C is the channel's transmission rats (bits/sec)
\ is the average message input rate (aessages/ssc)
1 is the averace message length (bits/message)
The above equation expresses the obvious conditio! that
there be enough capacity to satisfy the minimum requirements
of the average flow through the communications system. It
also gives three simplistic solutions for reducing any
existing tacklog:
1. Increase the channel's transmission rate.
2. Reduce the message input rate
3. Seduce the message length.
NIS's managers consider a broadcast channel backlog
sericus when the number of messages awaiting transmission
exceeds 100. when a tacklog condition exists, communications
personnel have the capability of visually inspecting the
gueues of any specific channel, including ~~ch message
precedence and intended addressees. Three types of queue
status reports are generated by NAVCOriPARS. One report lists
the number of queue entries for each precedence level, and a
second report adds the intended addressees for each message.
The third report consists of queue limit warnings when, tha
channel's queue reaches a predetermined threshold.
The options available to managers for the reduction of
broadcast gueue buildup are limited to:
15
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1. Activate a broadcast overload channel (also at 75
hps) , usually employed when the backlog reaches 150
mess a ges
.
2. altroute eguiped subscribers -co -he Ccmmon User
Digital Information Exchange Subsystem (CUDIXS) , a high
speed output channel.
3. Altrcute high use subscribers to another broadcast or
full pericd channel r.tgain at 75 bps) .
4. Notify high speed input channels to ~ran?ait only
Categcry I and II (.rlash and Immediate precedence) -raffic
to the NAVCCMPA5S.
Before a commun icaxion s manager takes any action to
relieve 2 transmission gueue buildup, he must first under-
stand the factors that caused it and its resul-ant effect;
upon subscribers. This thesis is designed to aid the commu-
nications manager in that effort.
16
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II. MICOM PARS DESCRIPTION
A. KC.UIPHE8T FUBCTICNS
r
.:h€ NAVCOMPARS operates on a duplexed UNIVAC series
SO/60 series system, which is a communications oriented,
medium scal€ processor. Under this duplexed configuration,
ere central processing unit (CPU) and its associated equip-
ment are or. line while the second CPU is maintained • in a
backup mode. Table I gives a list of NAVCOMPARS 1 associated
equipment. The CPU consists of magnetic core msmcry units,
program control and arithmetic units, and input/output (I/O)
control.
:Each CPU has a modular main memory cf about 1.5 million
bytes (8 bits) capable of off the shelf expansion. The
system is capable of handling six levels cf memory separa-
tion, which ensures program and memory integrity in a
multiprogramming environment. It is capable cf addressing
fixe 3 length units of data cf 1, 2, <4 , or 8 by-'-es and vari-
able lengths of data up to 256 characters. The. CPU contains
16 general purpose registers, and performs decimal and
fixed-point operations, as well as data handling, decision
and control operations. The internal logic for -"--he control
of elementary operations by the processor is contained in
the read-only control memory. A standard set cf system
interrupts responds to various internal and external condi-
tions affecting system operations. At the time cf interrupt,
processing can te terminated, suppressed, or completed,
depending on the type of interrupt. The interrupt eystem






Model No. De script ion Quant i-y
JIliS Zs3iJ5 Components
90/6 Central Processing Unitfy X
5056 Storage Protect 2
5019-45 Clock 2




162501 Data- Exchange Con-rcl 2
165705 ACTODIN Line Control 2
Di rec t Access Storage D evices
8405 Direct access storage control 2
8430 Disk Drives 10
5519 Multichannel Switch 3
90/55 1 Direct a.cc^ss storage control
5o13 Multichannel Switch 1
In c ut /O ut pu t S gui Pjaent
90/227 Paper Tape Reader (ounch) 1
5335 Terminate Feature * 1
5337 End of Tape 1
0716 Card Reader 2
0604 Card Punch 2
0763 Printer 3
5332-1 ASCII Print Feature 3
5017 Te.ce Ccntoiler 2
0862 Tape Units 10
90/3 10-24 Standard Interface Unit 1
9Q/3 1C-25 Standard Interface Unit 1
0768 Console Printer 2
Co mmunications Zg uio^nent
3024 Front End Processor 2
1928 Communications Controller 2
Multicha nnel
5622 Message Separation 2
90/712 Teletype Buffer 82
90/720-21 Asynchronous data set buffer 1u
3542 Video Display Terminal 10
5760 Station Select 10
5763 Operator Attention 10
5765 Screen Address 10
5772 Display Expansion 10
Optical Character Reader
Paper Tape Reader 2
TIY Receive only printer 3
5774-200 Local operation cable




A multiplexer is an integral part of the CPU, and is
capable cf accomodating 256 devices, such as direct or
sequential access devices in a variety of ccr: figurations.
figure 2.1 is a schematic shewing the configuration cf the
equipment. The heart of the communications module is the
front snd processor (FEP) , which provides the computer












Figure 2.1 NAVCOHPiRS 3guipment Configuration.
The hardware controls data transmission accuracy through
parity checking, with automatic error recovery- An immediate
reai-af ter- writ e occurs on any written data, and any char-
acter with bad parity is replaced in its main memory
position with the system's error byte.
19
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Ths system is human monitored and controlled, and
management decisions are within the purview of operator
personnel. The computer operator interfaces with the system
via a set of centre! switches and a console typewriter,
attached to the system by an exclusive trunk of the multi-
plexer. Operator functions include loading programs or data
into memory, monitoring current processing state, and inter-
rupting CPU operations, when required.
E. SUBSISTEH FOBCTICNS
The NAVCCMPAES software system was designed as s aulti-
installation system, capable of fulfilling communications
needs that are site unique-. This flexibility is provided
through the modular design of the system, and permits the
performance of site unique requirements while maintaining a
common system architecture, standard file structure, and
standard I/C media and formats. This modularity also permits
economical and efficient software maintenance and enhance-
ment, which ensures system reliability.
Central to the design concept of the NAVCOMPARS is the
separation of system's functions into a number of subsys-
tems. Tasks to be performed within a subsystem are grouped
into logical sets and assigned to program modules. Ccr.trol
ever the activities of the modules within a subsystem is
maintained by an activity scheduler. Each subsystem has
interface requirements wi^-h the other subsystems, and aces
so through common data areas (CDA) . However each subsystem
was developed as a separate section of software, and can be
operated individually or as a group, depending upon the
error condition cf the system.
Because cf the complexity of the overall system, only
major characteristics of the NAVCOMPARS subsystems are
presented [ Ref . 3].
20

1 • Ccr. f igur at ior. Mana gement Subsystem
The Configuration Management Subsystem (CMS) is the
basic subsystem of the NAVCOMPARS. The CMS provides the
intsrfsce between the hardware and software systems,
including the UNIVAC VS/9 operating system. VS/9 is a -eft-
ware peckaqs, developed by UNIVAC, that provides all system
and I/C control logic for the 90/60 system. CMS controls all
system management functions, including subsystem loading,
CDA allocation and device acquisition. The CMS interfaces
Kith th? various subsystems through supervisor .calls (SVC)
issusc by the subsystems for the allocation of CPU time. CPU
time is allocated on a priority basis, the usual allocation
is CSS highest, followed by communications I/O functions,
communications processing functions and support functions.
2« Communications Control S ubsy stsm
Th : i Communications Control subsystem (CCS) is as
extension of CMS, SVCs requesting communications I/O and
commuricat:.cns I/O interrupts are passed to CCS rather than
processed in the CMS. CCS allocates all communication
devices , and distributes communications interrupts to -ht
appropiate subsysten. The CCS also provides for the
processing of logs generated via teleprinter, including *he
channel leg, service leg, and the outgoing log. If CCS
terminates, all other subsystems will follow sines the flow
of messages into the NAVCOMPARS will cease.
;
- E € c e iv s Cont rol Subs yst em
The Receive Control Subsystem (RCS) performs all
message input processing, editing, intransit storage and
initial acccuntability. RCS is designed as an interrupt
driven subsystem capable of interfacing with all sources of
input concurrently. Each message received in PCS is recorded
21
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en a disk file (HCDSK) , each message received will be dual
recorded for recovery purposes. RCS allocates buffers for
the receipt of message input, and converts messages received
into a common format, Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code (EBCDIC), for processing. RCS performs the
coordination required to ensure that all traffic received is
correctly identified by assigning Processing Sequence
Numbers (PSN).
/ U . E es s age Processing Subsystem
The Message Processing Subsystem (MPS) performs
message analysis and validation, routing indicator assign-
ment, and internal distribution assignment. MFS also
determines message delivery requirements and performs
suspected duplicate processing, to eliminate duplicate
messages. MPS provides the NAVCOMPARS interface with Video
Display Terminals (VDT) which permit such functions as
message entry and recall, * message editing, and channel
status and control.
5 • Transmission P roce ssing S ubs.y_3t ~m
The Transmission Processing Subsystem (TPS) provides
for transmission channel scheduling, queuing messages for
transmission and alternate routing. TPS maintains the ESN
Directory and, once transmission is completed, writes the
message to the magnetic tape Journal File.
6» Il^nsmissicn Control Subsystem
The Transmission Control Subsystem (TCS) transmits
messages to a communications channel or terminal device. ICS
provides format and code conversion, editing and routing
line segregation. TCS also generates a Transmission
Indicator (TI) for each message transmitted.
22

7 • S u££or t Fr o_g r am Subs yst em
The Supper -1: Program Subsystem (SP5) performs report
generaticn and file iraintenance. SPS maintains -he Routing
and Distribution File and produces reports of Routing Files,
Distribution Files, as well as, message processing statis-
tics and summaries.
C. SISTEM MESSAGE FIGW
The KAVCOMPARS consists of three basic functions;
message input, message processing and message transmission
[Ref. 4]. A message will enter the system, undergo a series
of processing steps, culminating in the transmission of the
message. Figure 2.2 depicts the flow of a message through
the NAVCCEPAES's subsystems.
1 • I2i§sage Input
Messages are entered into NAVCOMPARS frcn & variety
cf sources, including AUTO DIN, CUDIXS, paper tape reader,
card reader, magnetic tape, optical character reader (ICE),
teletype (TTY) cr the command VDT. Once a mess age ert ers
the system, the RCS is notified through CCS that a lata
block has been received. Control of the received messaoe is
assumed by ECS fcr input processing.
ECS is responsible for creating initial en line
message storage and has a capacity for 500 queued messages.
RCS provides gueue limit warnings wnen th« queue size
reaches 61% and 80 91. When the queue siz = reaches 485
entries, all input lines are disconnected. At this pcict, no
new messages car. be entered intc the NAVCOMPARS, unless
entered by operator personnel through use of the cemmand
VDT. Processing and routing of messages already in ths ECS
and the succeeding subsystems is unaffected. This condition













after assigning a PSN, and upon completion of input
processing, 8GS writes the message on RCDSK.
2- Hjssaje jrocjssing
EES controls the message processing environment, it
reads the message frcm RCDSK and validates it, checks format
lines. If the message contains some processing restrictions
cr format errors, the message is routed to a service printer
for correction and re-entry. During processing, the message
is paged gn3 sectioned (six pages or less equals a section).
fclS has an available queue size of 200 messages.
Ihen the queue size reaches 180, only flash cr higher prece-
dence messages ere accepted. Once the queue size reaches
190, MPS aill only receive input from the command 7DT.
Unlike KCS, \?S coes net shutdown as a result of queue eize.
Should MPS discortinus processing, messages would still be
received by RCS, but would eventually result in 8CS
exceeding its queue limits.
Upcn oomiletion of its processing functions, MPS
writes tie atssace cr its disk (MPDSK).
-• Message Transmissio n
IPS assumes control of the nessage in the transmis-
sion environment, it reads the message from SPDISK,
determines the transmission channel and queues the message
for delivery by ICS
.
TES has two queues. Q1 is the Message Accountability
queue and consists of those messages pending processing
action. £1 has a maximum size of 6200 messages, 800 of which
are cere resident. Cnce the queue size reaches 6090, IPS
will accept only immediate, cr higher, precedence messages.
The second queue, Q2, is the Transmission Queue and consists
cf those messages awaiting transmission. While a message may




depending upcn hew many delivery circuits are required. Q2
has a maximum queue size of 47000 messages, 4003 of which
are cere resident.
The message transmission subsystems do not shutdown
as a result of queue sizes, however, any failure in these
subsystems would result in the inability of the NAVCGMPARS
to transmit messages and cause resulting backlogs in the
preceding subsystems.
IPS queues messages for transmission en a first-in
first-out (FIFO) basis, by precedence level. Flash, or
higher, precedence levels will interrupt any lower prece-
dence isvel currently being processed, while ether
precedence levels sinply proceed zo the nead of the line of
any lewer precedence messages.
Maintenance cf the various queues of NAVCCMPA3S is a
system overhead. Requiring the system to scan large queues
for the next job to perform, ties up computer resources that
could te used for prccessing and transmitting messages.
After transmission is completed, the message is




A. MESSAGE INPUT RATE
In order tc determine a characteristic otssag; input
rate, statistics were examined at the Naval CoBmunications
Staticn (NAVCOMMSTA) Stocktcn, California. A search was made
for a tins period where the message volume was representa-
tive cf normal load and was no- affected by any unusual
fleet cr ashore activity. The day chosen was 30 October
1982, Radio Day (RADAY) 300.
The StS Processing Traffic Analysis Report (SRPA) , was
examined for RAD AY 300. Ths number cf messages received by
RCS per hcur and destined for delivery on the common channel
(HMCC) of the multichannel broadcast were recorded by prece-
dence level. Table II contains the message input data for
RADAY 300. The mear, x r a^-d standard deviation, (rx , for
each precedence level was chosen as a means of describing







\j fCJ (x ; -X)7/V (Eqc . 3.2)
where N is the number of observations made




Message Input Data Distribution
HOUR FLASH IMMEDIATE PRIORITI ROUTINE
TJ7J7JU —ir~ — --|^ < .._.. 13
0100 3 8 11
0200 4 6 5
0300 5 6 10
0400 2 10 2
0500 4 7 4
0600 2 3 3
0700 2 2 7
0800 9 10
0500 5 7 19
1CG0 2 4 6
1100 3 6 9
1200 1 3 8
1300 2 4 22
1400 5 5 12
1500 2 7 9 5
1600 3 D 9
1700 2 2 4 7
1800 3 1 9
1S00 1 14 8
2000 6 2 11 6
2 10 2 8 6
2200 7 a 8
2300 1 i 3 7
TOTALS "TB~~ —"32- ~T5"7~ "27F"
TABLE III















B. MESSAGE PROCESSING SPEED
Although aassagss undergo some processing in both ECS
and IFS, message processing is -aker here to mean -he vali-
dation undergone in MPS.
28

1 * CLOCKS Program
CLOCKS is a software program developed to monitor
tha NAVCCKPARS system queues and measure NAVCOMPARS message
processing rates. CLOCKS runs in the background during
NAVCCflEABS message processing and measures the total number
cf messages in Loth ECS's and MPS • s queues. CLOCKS also
measures the total number of messages received and processed
by RCS «nd MPS during a certain time interval, and makes
processing speed projections, based on this data. This
processing speed projection is what is normally referred to
as the NAVCCMPARS throughput rate.
CLOCKS can be cp-rated in three medes. Mode one will
produce system queue summaries every minute cf the monitored
interval. In mods two, the system will produce queu =
summaries fcr specific time periods, within the monitoring
interval. In mode three operation, CLOCKS provides a system
queue summary over the entire monitored interval. Figure 3.1
contains summary data cf CLOCKS mode two operation, with 5
minute time intervals, for RADAY 300. The mean and standard
deviation of "his data was calculated, utilizing equations
3.1 and 3.2, and found to be:
>\>
X - 43,66 (messages per 5 minute interval)
Oy = 9.23 (iressages per 5 minute interval)
This implies a NAVCOMPARS processing speed, or
throughput rate of approximately 524 messag-s per hour.
This thrcughput rate includes all messages processed by the





Figure 3, 1 Message Processing Speed (CLOCKS) .
C. MESSAGE TRANSMISSION RATE
The SRFA does cot list the character length of = ach
message transmitted, however, it does list the number of
m€:ssag€s whose character length falls within a 200 character
interval. This data was examined for HMCC, during RADAI 300,
and is presented in Table IV, by precedence iivels. The mear.
for each precedence level was computed, using the midpein-
of the interval, and Table V contains these results.
Since the NAVCOMEARS utilizes ZBCIDIC for internal oper-
ations, the number cf characters must be multiplied by 9 to
cbtain the numb=r of bits per message. Th3 multichannel
broadcast utilizes 75 baud transmission lines, thus -re-
transmission time,t , (in seconds) is equal to the message
length (in bits) divided by 75. The inverse o a _ v - -.is quanity.
when multiplied by 36C0, gives the transmission rate, \i , (per
30

hear) . Tafcle V contains message transmission statistics
EADAX 300.
TABLE IV
Message Length Data Distribution
Character Range Flash I mmediat
e
Priority E out in «
TJ-IW —tr- "" " J ' T "" ' '*] J
200-399 c 4 2
400-599 14 19 32 34
600-799 "3 13 24 23
800-999 1 13 23 19
1000-1199 10 13 14
1200-139S 6 14 16
1400-1599 c 9 11 12
1600-1799 6 10 9
1800-1999 5 9 7
2000-2199 4 4 3
2200-2399 c 1 6
2400-2599 3 U
2600-279S c 2 2
2800-2999 2 4
3000-3199 c 1 ->
3200-3399 1 1 1
3400-3599 c 1 4 3
3600-3799 4 3
3800-3999 c 3 1
4000-4199 1
4200-4399 1 1
4400-4599 c 1 C
4600-4799 1 1
4800-4999 c 2 1
5000-5199 c 1 2
5200-5399
5400-5599 c 1
5600-5799 G 2 1






























The average message input rate for HMCC is the sum of
the average input rates of all precedence levels and is
given by [Ref. 2].
\- <,K; (Eqn. 3.3)
••1
where P is the number of precedence levels
From Table III, this value is approximately 19 messages
per hour. When compared to the average message processing
speed of EPS (524 messages per hour), it is apparent that
the broadcast input rate causes no difficulty for the
processing subsystem. This result is sxpected, and
reguired, since one broadcast channel is only one of many
NAVCCKPASS 1 transmission lines.
Ths average transmission rates, listed :..: Tabl% V, are
also well b^low the message processing speed. The result of
this speed dif f erien tial is depicted in figure 3.2 , which
lists the hcurly message transmission backlog fez HMCC,
during RADAY 300. The mean hourly backlog was computed to be
approximately 35 messages. This backlog is aell below the
100 message level, considered acute by the MTS's managers.
If an assumption is made that this backlog consists of the
lowest precedence level, then its elimination would take
ever 114 minutes ( the backlog multiplied by "he transmis-
sion time), if no higher precedence messages ar<= received
for transmission. This 114 minutes would De add=d to the
total time each cf the lowest precedence messages spends in
the system. This illustrates the importance of keeping tran-




?igure 3.2 Hourly Message Backlog (HHCC) .
This speed differential highlights the need for timely
acticn to eliminate troadcast queue build-up during periods
cf high message input rates.
An indication of the use of a communications channel is
given by the ratio :s massage input and transmission
rates. This measure is called sysxem's utilization, p , ani
is represented by [Hef. 2].
£.
(Eqn. 3.4)
Where \ is the mean message input rate (messages/hcur)
M is the mean message Xmission rate (messages/hour)
The utilization for each precedence level, cf HMCC, was












A utilization rate equal to or greater than ess would
indicate that th€ transmission queue would increase without
bound. The large deviation in message input rates, espe-
cially at the Routine precedence level, indicates an
explosive situation, since the utilization rate is near one.
The closer the system utilization is to one, the greater the
delays in the system will become, and the greater the
average queue size. A hardware or transmission subsystem
failure 3t such a high utilization rate would resul- in a
rac :_dly accumulating backlog. Given the speed differential
cf the 14AVCCMPARS* s processing and transmission subsystems,
this backlog would b= almost impossible to eiimina-e at the
broadcast channel's current transmission rate.
An ideal utilization rate is one that provides proper
balance between conflicting demands of utilization and delay
tiae. tut should prcbably be around 60 percent. Again, the
simplistic solutions would be to either decrease the message
input rate or increase the message transmission rat-. A ten
percent reduction ir. the average message input rates of
Immediate precedence level, and below, would result in an
eight percent reduction is system utilization. The message
transmission rate could be increased ten percent, fcy a ten
percent reduction in the average message length, and would
also result in an eight percent reduction in utilization.
The simultaneous employment cf both of these measures could
achieve significant reductions in the utilization rate, and




The employment of an idealized mathematical model, as a
descriptive tool, provides ease of analysis. Because cf
random arrival rates into the system and the system^ random
service times, a mathematical model may not reflect -he
systen^s status at any one instant in time, only an expected
value. If interest is in the change of the system over tins,
then a ccnputer simulation should be employed. Before simu-
lation is attempted, an idealized mathematical model may
prove to be a useful tool. However, the idealizations
introduced in the mcdel must reflect the essential charac-
teristics of the modeled system.
A. MCDEL ASSUMPTIONS
In attempting to fit a mathematical model to -he system
message flew (as described in Chapter II) the message input
rate and the message processing speed dif ierier.-iai
(presented in Chapter III) supports an assumption that the
input rate into the transmission subsystem is the same as
that cf the receive subsystem. The assumption is also made
that there exists no restrictions on message input rates, or
that an infinite source exists.
The model is based on an assumption of independence
between the message input and tr ansmissiD?. rates. Ihe
assumption is also irade that there exists no problems in
transmitting at the channel 1 s transmission rate. Queue sizes
are assumed equal to those described in Chapter II and queue
discipline is assumed to be FIFO, by precedence level, and




1 • Ecisson Arrival Rate
The message input or arrival rate is assumed to be
random, and cannot be predicted with complete accuracy.
However, this arrival rate can be described statistically,
by means of the Poisson probability distribution function.
The probability that the function, £(*), will take en any
value, x, is given by [Ref. 5].
X -\
f(x>\ e/x! (Iqn. 4.1)
where X is the irean message input rate (messages/hour)
The observed message input rats was tested against
the theoretical probability distribution function, using the
Kolmogcrcv-Smirn cv gecdness cf fit test, and found that the
assumption could not be rejected at the .01 significance
level. Table VII displays the results cf the goodness of
fit test.
a. KOLMCGCECV-SMISNOV Goodness of Fit Test
Goodness cf fit refers to the comparison of an
observed frequency distribution tc theory cr assumption. In
the KCL3CGOEOV-SMIRNCV goodness of fit test, the observed
cummulative frequency distribution (CDF) is listed and che
theoretical CDF is determined based on the appropiate equa-
tion. The deviation is defined as the absolute value of the
difference between the cummulative observed and theoretical
frequencies. The maximum deviation is compared to -he Table
cf Critical Values, listed in figure 4.1, for determination
cf the significance level, or the probability of committing
a Type I error. A Type I error is committed when a valid
assumption is rejected. Usually, an assumption is tested at
a .05 or .01 level of significance.
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Lev •el of Signil'ic nice for D= M aximum | F(x)--5.(x)|
Sample Size
.20 .15 .10 .05 .01
1 .900 .925 .950 .975 .995
2 .684 .726 .776 .842 .929
3 .565 .597 .642 .708 .828
4 .494 .525 .564 .624 .733
5 .446 .474 .510 .565 .669
6 .410 .436 .470 .521 .618
7 .381 .405 .438 .486 .577
8 .358 .381 .411 .457 .543
9 .339 .360 .388 .432 .514
10 .322 .342 .368 .410 .490
11 .307 .326 .352 .391 .468
12 .295 .313 .338 .375 .450
13 .284 .302 .325 .361 .433
14 .274 .292 .314 .349 .418
15 .266 .283 .304 .338 .404
16 .258 .274 .295 .328 .392
17 .250 .266 .286 .318 .381
18 .244 .259 .278 .309 .371
19 .237 .252 .272 .301 .363
20 .231 .246 .264 .294 .356
25 .21 .22 .24 .27 .32
30 .19 .20 .22 .24 .29
35 .18 .19 .21 .23 .27
Over 35 1.07 1.14 1.22 1.36 1.63
V5 va V* y/H vs
Figure M.1 KOIMOGCEOV-SMIPNCV Table of Critical Values.
2. Experiential M essag e Length
The length of messages arriving for transmission on
the multi-channel broadcast are also assumed to te random,
tut can te described by the negative exponential distribu-
tion function. The probability -.hat tha function, f(x), will
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The observed message length statistics war? tested
against the theoretical probability distribution, again
using the Kclmogcrov-Smirnov goodness of fit test, and found
that the assumption could not be rejected at the .01 signi-
ficance level. Table VIII displays the results cf this
goodness of fit test.
E. MEASOBE CF PERPCBHANCE
A mathematical model generates several measures of
performance upon which -he modeled system can be evaluated.
The measure of performance utilized in this effort is the
average time within the system.
1 • hl£LlH*k Syst em W ait ing Time
when a message enters :he system, the length cf time
it remains in the system is determined by the amount of time
it spends waiting to be served and being served. Under the
model's assumptions, the service time is a .function cf the
message length and the channel's baud rate. The average
service time or transmission time for each precedence level
is listed in Table V.
The amount of time waiting for service is a function
cf the utilization cf the system and the gueue discipline,
the pclicies that determine how messages are sel-cted for
service. Ihe NAVCOMPABS transmission subsystems utilize both
a "preemptive" and "head of the line" priority dispatching.
Flash precedence messages preempt or interrupt the transmis-
sion cf lower precedence messages. While Immedia- = level,
and below, messages proceed to the head of the waiting line
for lower precedence messages, without interrupting the
transmission of the current message. 3ecause Flash prece-
dence messages represent only one percent of the total
utilization, the NAVCOMPARS is treated here as a "head of
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An analytical modal # that conforms to the described
asum prions, was presented by Leonard Kieinrock [Ref. 6], for
the determination of the average waiting time within a Tran-
smission gueue, w p . This model is given by:
/
where j is the smallest integer such "hat <^ ^, < 1
* sJ
H is -be mean transmission rate (messages/hour)
p is the channel utilizationfO P < 1
and f = < i-|* <Egn. u.U)
Equation 4.3 was utilized to co3ip;i-= the average queue
waiting time for all precedence levels, for RADAY 300. This
result, when added tc the average transmission time for = ach
precedence level, gives the total average time a message
spends within •'-he system. Table IX contains this resul- for
all precedence levels, during RADAY 300.
The results presented in Table IX, for Flash prece-
dence traffic, are erroncus since a head of the line
priority dispatch model was used. Since this precedence
level interrupts the transmission of lower precedence




Average lime In The System (minutes)
PRECEDENCE QUEUE WAITING TIME XMISSIOM TIME TOTAL TIME
FlasE *2T9I ZY3 1795
Immediate 3.41 2.16 5.57
Priority 6.62 3.42 10.04
Routine 115.29 3.27 118.56
to its transmission time. The results obtained for the
remaining precedence levels should accurately reflect the
average queue waitinc times, although the total time in the
system would be somewhat longer, because of time spent in
tha receive and processing subsystems.
C. MCDEl'S PREDICTIONS
It is important to note that the results obtained from
the use cf an analytic model represents the steady state, or
long-run behavior of the system. Although this modal does
not reflect the transient behavior of the eystem, it is
sufficient to predict future long-run behavior under varying
input rates.
Historically, the total NAVCOMPARS* message traffic has
increased at a linear rate since 1975 (see figure 1.1). This
increase is expected to reach 38,000 messages per day for
all five HiVCOHPARS sites in 1996, from its 1982 level of
30,000 messages per day. This represents an annual increase
cf approximately six percent per year.
If an assumption is made that the multichannel broad-
cast's traffic lead will also increase at this rate, while
the current percentages of messages in each precedence level
remains constant. Table X contains predicted hourly input
rates, based on this assumption.
If an assumption is also made that the average message
lengths cf each precedence level also remains constant




Predicted Hessage Input Rates (per Hour)
YEAR FLASH IMMEDIATE PRIORITY ROOTIN:
1W1 "ZW —-7751 ~6.66 —9TTT9"
1S64 .65 3.85 7.06 9.63
1985 .90 4.08 7.^9 10.21
19S0 1.21 5.46 10.02 13.66
1995 1.62 7.32 13.42 18.30
2000 2.17 9.79 17.95 24.48
experience higher utilization rates. Table XI con-ams -he
predicted utilization for all precedence levels for HECC,
through the year 200C.
TABLE XI
Predicted Broadcast Utilization
?EAR FLASH IMMEEIATE PRIORITY ROUTINE TOIAL
1^B3 "TTJ1" 1T3 TIB-" —:tv— "1701
1984 .01 .14 .40 .52 1.07
1985 .01 . 14 .42 .55 1 .12
1990 .02 .19 .57 .7U 1.52
1995 .02 .26 .76 .99 2.03
2000 .03 .35 1.02 1. 33 2.73
Bas9d upon this predicted utilization, -he average
waiting time within -he transmission ^ueue can bc calcu-
lated, using equations 4.3 and 4.4. This result when adde-3
tc the average transnission time, gives the total time spent
in the system. Table XII contains these prsdicted results
through the year 2000.
The afcove results are all subject to the validity of the
assumptions regarding message input rates and message
length. Again, the results for Flash precedence messages are
inaccurate, however, as the input rate of Flash precedence
traffic increases, that level would also experience scm-
degree of queue waiting time. The data in Table XIT indi-




Predicted Tiae In The System (minutes)
FLASH IMMEDIATE PRIORITY ROUTINE
YEAR Queue Total Qu eusTo tal Qusu e~Total Queue tal
79B3 37TJ? "77UB *r"77? "77F5 77733 77775 65" "3o "
1984 4. 78 5.7"/ 5.63 7.79 12.39 15.81 oo ^
1985 4.90 5.89 5.77 7.93 13.29 16.71 oo Xo
1990 5.51 6.50 6.97 9.13 31.07 34.49 <^ r*T
1995 8.87 9.86 12.32 14.48 OO OC7 X^ °4°2000 10.97 11.96 17.65 19.81 c?o XX °5 oo
Routine messages becomes indefinite, starting in 1983, while
the average waiting time for Priority messages becomes inde-
finite in 1995. Table XIII depicts the effect cf a ten
percent reduction in the average message lengths cf all
precedence levels, under the assumption of increasing input
rates. Ihese results demonstrate that a ten percent reduc-
tion in the average messag = length would decrease channel
utilization and waiting -"-.imas, but would resui- in an inde-
finite waiting period for Routine messages in 1985. These
results also demonstrate that if message length reduction is
to be employed to ensure channel utilization, then reduc-
tions cf 40 or 50 percent are required if the broadcast
channel is to meet communications requirements through the
1990 «s.
TABLE XIII
Predicted Effect of 10% Reduction in Message Length
ELASH IMMEDIATE PRIORITY ROUTINE
YEAR Queue~Total Cueu e Total Queue Total Queue Tonal
l^Hl 777E 373-E- ~2T87 "177F *"5777—B725 ferSo" "7B779
1984 2.72 3.60 3.13 4.07 6.03 9.16 132.35 135.29
1985 2.84 3.72 3.31 4.25 6.33 9.91 o<3 OO
1990 3.35 4.73 4.76 5.70 15.55 18.63 r-*o roxr1995 5.2C 6. OS 6.93 7.87 113.33 116.41 So r-J^2000 7.11 7.99 10.77 11.71 <-~n ^^ Z^ °°^>o oo oo CO
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The current practice of employing an overload channel
has the effect of doubling the capacity of the channel and
its transmission rates. Table XIV shows the effect, upon
waiting times, of employing an overload channel through the
year 2000, under the assura prior, of increasing input rates.
While this action wculd ensure that requirements are met
until 1995, it alsc demonstrates that some combination of
both transmissicn rate increases and ra=s:jage input rate
reduction is required to satisfy requirements at the turn cf
the century.
TABLE XIV
Predicted Effect of Employing a Dedicated Overload Channel
FLASH IMMEDIATE P5I0 5IT Y HCUTIN^
YEAB Cueue Total Que ue Total Queue T3*aT 3ueu^ To tal
19B3" 772 "1771 .78 ~2TW "1777 ~*7T5 1778 "5775
1984 .78 1.77 .85 3.01 1.16 4.58 2.33 5.60
1985 .84 1.83 .91 3.07 1.29 4.71 2.78 6.05
1990 1.15 2.14 1.28 3.44 2.10 5.52 7.99 11.26
1995 1.51 2.50 1.77 3.93 3.70 7.12 OO C?0




The current, time objectives for delivery of each messeg-
precedence level are promulgated in [Bef. 7]. Table XV
lists the writer -to-read er time objectives for naval
TABLE XV
Hessage Delivery Time Objectives
PRECEDENCE TIME OBJECTIVE




messages. The total writs r-to- reader delay, for a message
destined for the fleet broadcast, is not given by the total
trme spent in the K&VCOMP *RS. However, because of the
normally high speed input circuits (i.e. AUTODIN or CUDIXS)
,
the tins spent in the SUVCOHPARS represents a large percen-
tage ci the total tine ielay.
The statistics gathered fcr RADAY 300, and the applica-
tion of the analytical model, indicate that the time
objectives can currently be satisfied by the multichannel
troadcast. Future predictions, based upon an assumption of
six percent yearly message growth, indicates that these
objectives will not te met in the late 1980*5. During this
time frame, the utilization of the multichannel broadcast
will exceed one and Routine messages would remain in the
system indefinitely. During the 199D's the average time
spent in the system of all precedence levels will have
increased more than 300 percent, and the tctal system utili-
zation would be ever two. This would indicate the
reguirement of, . at least, a full-time broadcast overload




Throughout this effort, three simplistic solutions have
appeared:
1. Decrease the message input rate.
2. Increase the channel's transmission speed.
3. Reduce the message length
Wiile either, or all, of these options would improve the
utilization rate, and thus channel performance, they are not
simple to iaplement.
T ne communications manager has a clearly defined staff,
cr support role, and as such, cannot directly affect the
Dessage input rate. However, in the staff role, the communi-
cations manager can impress upon commanders, and ether
users, -he effect upon the quality of service (i.e. waiting
tue) of system ever utilization. The model indicates -hat,
cot enly does an increased load affect average waiting time,
bit so dees increased high precedence utilization. The
cemmu nicatiens manager should •relate the requirement tc keep
high precedence message input rates as lew as possible, if
the message precedence system is to serve its function of
allowing higher priority traffic to be transmitted as
rapidly as possible.
The speed differential between the navcompars processing
and transmission subsystems indicates a requirement for a
contingency delivery system, such as mail, should the system
suffer extended outages. With such high utilization rates,
messages destined fcr delivery via the multichannel broad-
cast, wculd experience extended queue waiting times after ?
system outage. Concurrently, it is incumbent upon the
communications manager to assist in the development and
implementation of alternative methods of satisfying communi-
cations requirements, if he is to succeed in an effort to
reduce the total message input rate.
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There are two means of increasing the message transmis-
sion rate, either by increasing the channel's transmission
rate or reducing message length. Increasing the channel's
tranmission speed is a technique currently inplemented
through the use on an overload channel. The employment of
this option is subject to both the availibility of a vacant
channel and the capability of the fleet units to copy -he
additional channel. An increase in the channel's transmis-
sion speed, above 75 baud, would require extensive
technological and logistical changes, and is not considered
a viable near term option.
Th= reduction of message length represents the most
likely means cf increasing -che channel's throughput.
Communications managers should examine the current forma-: of
naval messages tc determine if reductions could be made in
message overhead, such as message headers. Again, it is the
responsibility cf the communications manager to inform users
cf the importance of reducing message length. This is mcst
critical with high precedence traffic, sines the occurrence
cf icnger transmission times at these levels, increases the
waiting times of all lower levels.
The reduction of message length could be encouraged
through the alteration of the present NAVC0MPA3S queue
discipline. Instead of the present FIFO, by precedence
level, a system could be implemented that allows messages to
proceed tc the "head of the line", within their own prece-
dence level, based en the message length. Users could then
he informed that the length of their messages alsc deter-
mines the quality of service received.
Historically, communications managers have attempted to
enlist the aid of users in improving the quali-y of service
provided, without the use of penalities or incentives. Th«=-
above recommendation would end this practice, and result in
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